FOX HUNTING

With 6 Color Plates Depicting Fox-Hunting

The Analysis of the Hunting Field


Lord Willoughby De Broke

Hunting the Fox


With Color Plates

De Broke’s Sport of Our Ancestors


With Color Plates & Illustrations of Animals

Edwards’ Beasts of the Chase

Reynard the Fox
Illustrated by Fritz Eichenberg


The Southborough Fox
Signed by Author Gordon Grand


First Edition
Biography of Redmond Stewart


“Try Back.” Being 38 Years of a Huntsman’s Reminiscences


History of the Maryland Hunt Cup
Signed by Author John Rossell

Rossell, John E. Jr. *History of the Maryland Hunt Cup 1894-1954.* Baltimore: The Sporting Press, 1954. Limited edition of 1,000 copies signed by the author (#331); signature is on half-title. Fine in green cloth boards with gilt title to spine and gilt horseman to cover. With numerous photographs and in-text drawings of horses. Map of the Maryland Hunt Cup course to endpapers. 174pp with index and appendix of races. $75.
Rossell, John E. Jr. *History of the Maryland Hunt Cup 1894-1954*. Baltimore: The Sporting Press, 1954. Limited edition of 1,000 copies signed by the author (#697); signature is on half-title. Fine in green cloth boards with gilt title to spine and gilt horseman to cover. With original dustjacket in very good condition, with minor creases and tears to rear top edge. With numerous photographs and in-text drawings of horses. Map of the Maryland Hunt Cup course to endpapers. 174pp with index and appendix of races. $150.

**The Maryland Hunt Cup, Past and Present**

Signed Limited Edition


**Signed Presentation Copy**

**The Deep Run Hunt Club**


**Sassoon’s Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting Many**

With Illustrations

Thomas’s *Hounds and Hunting*

Thomas, Joseph B. *Hounds and Hunting Through the Ages*. New York: The Derrydale Press, 1929. One of a limited second edition of 250 unnumbered copies published in 1929. The only Derrydale title that Connett published with a full second printing after the first edition sold out. Binding is red cloth with gold printing and decorative borders on the front cover and spine. Folio, 272pp. Color frontispiece titled “Gone Away Across the Blue Grass in Full Cry. Mr. Thomas’ Foxhounds in the Piedmont country.” From Siegel: “Forty-three full-page plates; six in color with tissue guards, nineteen from photographs, nine from line drawings, six from old prints and three engraved plates.” (Siegel #15; Frazier T-3-a.) The author was owner of Huntland Kennels in Middleburg, VA. With an introduction by the Earl of Lonsdale. $250.


Willoughby’s *Come and Hunt*


**SPORTING**

*Practical Taxidermy*

Batty, Joseph H. *Practical Taxidermy; and Home Decoration; Together With General Information for Sportsmen*. New York: Orange Judd Co., 1894. Very good in original brown cloth with gilt title to spine, gilt illustration of a deer to cover, and embossed decorations to boards with the front board finished in black. Slight wear to corners and spine ends. With 125 illustrations, including engraved plates and engraved in-text illustrations, depicting animals, taxidermy equipment, and hunting gear. 203pp with index, plus 11pp of advertisements for books for sale. $75.
Beach’s Riding and Driving for Women

Beach, Belle. *Riding and Driving for Women*. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1912. Very good in brown cloth with gilt title and decoration to cover and spine. Two very small chips to board edges, and minor wear to spine ends. Clean interior, 295pp with index. With photographs and illustrations throughout. Laid in at front is a magazine clipping with a photo of the author Belle Beach on horseback. Also laid in is an article from *Horses & Humanities* entitled “Some Advice is Timeless: Antique Riding Manuals Can Be Both Informative and Entertaining,” by Eliza McGraw, which mentions this book. Previous owner’s bookplate to front pastedown. $950.

Equine Artist Paul Brown

Biography and Listing of Work


Limited Edition

Bosworth on Raising Horses


Limited to 950 Copies

Brand’s The Thunderer

**Chetwynd’s Racing Reminiscences**


**Catalog of Sporting Books in the Fitz Eugene Dixon Collection**


**Scott and Sebright by “The Druid”**


**Edwards’ Reminiscences of a Sporting Artist**


**Fleitmann’s Comments on Hacks and Hunters**

Frank Forester on Upland Shooting


Sporting Stables & Kennels – Limited Edition
Inscribed from Stuntman to Film Director


First Edition – 1721
Gibson’s True Method of Dieting Horses


Limited Hitchcock Edition of David Gray
3-Volume Set Illustrated by Paul Brown

**Captain Hayes’ Points of the Horse and Among Men and Horses**


**Stories About Guns, Dogs, & Birds**


**Kent’s Life of Lord George Cavendish Bentinck**


**Captain V.S. Littauer**

*Jumping the Horse and Schooling Your Horse*


**Mead’s Horsemanship for Women**
**Numerous Illustrations**


**Sporting Days and Sporting Ways**


**Nimrod’s The Horse and the Hound**
**With Engraved Plates**


**Mr. Punch with Rod & Gun**
**193 Illustrations**

**Horsemanship for Beginners. Jean Slaughter**


**Signed Bookplate Edition**

With Photogravures and Over 60 Photographs


With 14 Hand-Colored Plates & 85 Other Illustrations

*Mr. Sponge’s Sporting Tour*

*Mr. Sponge’s Sporting Tour*. London: Bradbury, Evans & Co., no date. With wonderful illustrations by John Leech: 14 full-page hand-colored plates of engravings on steel, plus 85 black-and-white engravings on wood. 408pp. Very good in brown cloth with gilt illustration to cover, gilt title and decoration to spine. Small flaws: rear hinge starting, minor closed tears to spine, slight wear to corners and spine ends, head of spine repaired with tape; discoloration to rear board. Interior pages and plates are in excellent condition. $200.

**First American Edition**

*Sir George Stephen*

**History of Carriages and Coaches**


**Vesey-Fitzgerald’s It’s My Delight**

With Woodcut Illustrations

Fox hunting is a much misunderstood thing. Hounds will not be sent down after a fox because lets face it, they're just slightly too big! The hunt generally kills off the older or weaker foxes, as a healthy fox can easily outrun them. Â With the ban of hunting, the culling of foxes will not stop. Since the population is not controlled by the hunt, more people will start shooting them, which can lead to injuries as a moving target is quite hard to kill cleanly. Also, it will be the healthier foxes that are culled as well. Fox hunting has been occurring in different guises worldwide for hundreds of years. Indeed the practice of using dogs with a keen sense of smell to track prey has been traced back to ancient Egypt and many Greek and Roman influenced countries. However it is believed that the custom for a fox to be tracked, chased and often killed by trained hunting hounds (generally those with the keenest sense of smell known as